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Sec. __.  APPLICATIONS FOR PLANNING GRANTS FOR CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION; 

UNIFIED UNION SCHOOL DISTRICTS; SCHOOL CONSOLIDATION (DRAFT) 

(a)  Applications for planning grants.  The Secretary of Education shall accept applications 

for planning grants for capital construction that would result in the consolidation of student 

populations and the closure of at least one building pursuant to the provisions of this section.  

(b)  Districts eligible to apply.  A district is eligible to apply for a planning grant under this 

section (“eligible district”) if it: 

(1)  is a unified union school district created by the affirmative votes of the electorate 

between June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2018; 

(2)  is either its own supervisory district or is a member district within a supervisory 

union; 

(3)  is fully operational or will be fully operational before July 2, 2019; and 

(4)  provides or has intended to provide education for students in the same grade, after 

becoming fully operational, by operating more than one school building offering that grade.  

(c)  Eligible projects.   

(1)  An eligible district can apply for a grant to reimburse the cost of architects, 

engineers, or other professional planning costs under this section if the proposed project will: 

(A)  consolidate the provision of education for all resident students in at least four 

grade levels into one existing building that will house those grades either by renovating or 

adding additional square-footage to that building or both; and  

(B) result in the closure of at least one existing building that houses those grades in 

the year prior to the proposed consolidation of students.   

(2)  Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision (1)(A) of this subsection (c), if an 

eligible district operates more than two schools providing education in the pertinent grades, 

then a project is eligible under this section if the project will result in the closure of at least one 

school building and the consolidation of students into one or more remaining buildings. 

(d)  Process. 

(1)  An eligible district shall submit a written application to the Secretary of Education 

on or before October 1, 2018.  The application shall specify the purpose of and need for the 

proposed eligible project, shall include educational specifications based upon a facility analysis 

and enrollment projections, and shall concisely provide details addressing the ways in which 

the proposed project: 

(A)  will cause the eligible district to provide education in a manner that is more 

educationally appropriate; 

(B)  will cause the eligible district to provide education in a manner that provides 

greater educational opportunities in a more equitable manner;  

(C)  will result in or lead to sustained financial savings for the eligible district;  
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(D)  will result in or lead to more efficient use of statewide education funds;  

(E)  will result in improvements that comply with standards for school construction 

adopted by the Division of Fire Safety, the Agency of Natural Resources, the Division for 

Historic Preservation, the Department of Health, the Department of Agriculture, the Agency of 

Transportation, and any standards of other state or federal agencies and local or regional 

planning authorities; and [NOTE: Language is from SBE Rule 6114.1 re: school construction.] 

(F) will incorporate recommendations received after consultation with the School 

Energy Management Program and Efficiency Vermont, as appropriate. 

(2)  The Secretary, in consultation with other public and private entities at the Secretary’s 

discretion, shall evaluate and rank all eligible projects based upon the proposed project’s ability: 

(A)  to promote the goals outlined in subdivision (1) of this subsection (d) 

(B)  to support increased connectivity, energy efficiency, and use of renewable 

resources; and  

(C)  to cease using buildings that are inappropriate for direct instruction due to, for 

example, conditions that threaten the health or safety of students or employees, difficulty in 

complying with the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act or other State or 

federal laws or regulations, or excessive energy use. [NOTE: Examples are based generally on 

current language in 16 VSA §3448(a)(2)(B).] 

(3)  On or before January 15, 2019, the Secretary shall present a prioritized list of eligible 

projects to the Legislature together with a request for capital funding not to exceed a total of 

$300,000.00 to provide planning grants for some or all projects on the list.  Nothing shall 

prohibit the Secretary from declining to include one or more projects on the prioritized list if 

the Secretary, in his or her sole judgement, determines that the project does not sufficiently 

promote the goals outlined in subdivision (1) of this subsection (d). 

(e)  Disclaimers.  Nothing in this section shall be construed: 

(1)  to guarantee that the General Assembly shall appropriate funds during the 2019 

Session or after for planning grants contemplated by this section; or 

(2)  to suggest that the General Assembly intends to lift the suspension of state aid for 

school construction imposed by 2013 Acts and Resolves No. 51, Sec. 45. 


